A fundamental problem associated with global optimization is the large free energy barrier for the corresponding solid-solid phase transitions for systems with multi-funnel energy landscapes. To address this issue we consider the Tsallis weight instead of the Boltzmann weight to define the acceptance ratio for basin-hopping global optimization. Benchmarks for atomic clusters show that using the optimal Tsallis weight can improve the efficiency by roughly a factor of two. We present a theory that connects the optimal parameters for the Tsallis weighting, and demonstrate that the predictions are verified for each of the test cases.
A fundamental problem associated with global optimization is the large free energy barrier for the corresponding solid-solid phase transitions for systems with multi-funnel energy landscapes. To address this issue we consider the Tsallis weight instead of the Boltzmann weight to define the acceptance ratio for basin-hopping global optimization. Benchmarks for atomic clusters show that using the optimal Tsallis weight can improve the efficiency by roughly a factor of two. We present a theory that connects the optimal parameters for the Tsallis weighting, and demonstrate that the predictions are verified for each of the test cases.
Locating the global minimum (GM) of a potential energy surface (PES) is one of the fundamental problems in theoretical chemistry. The basin-hopping algorithm (BH) [1] [2] [3] [4] has been widely used to search for the GM in a diverse range of systems, including atomic and molecular clusters, glass-formers, and biomolecules. The key idea in BH is to transform the PES using local minimization. After transformation, the contribution from the vibrational density of states to the entropy is replaced by the contribution from the volume of each basin of attraction, which reduces the entropy of higher energy states and thus accelerates the searching.
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One of the difficulties associated with global optimization is the exponential increase in the search space with system size. However, a transformed PES with a single deep funnel 6 is relatively easy to handle. 7 For multifunnel PESs, it generally requires more effort to locate the GM, especially when the GM lies in a narrow funnel while the second-lowest minimum lies in a wider funnel, corresponding to higher entropy. For example, structures based on the Mackay icosahedron 8,9 are often optimal for Lennard-Jones (LJ) clusters with the potential energy
where ǫ is the pair well depth and σ is the equilibrium pair separation. For the 55-atom cluster (LJ 55 ), the GM is a complete Mackay icosahedron. 8, 9 Hence there is only a single deep funnel on the PES. However, for LJ 38 and LJ 75 , the GM is a truncated octahedron and a Marks' decahedron, 11 respectively. The barrier that separates the GM and the lowest energy icosahedral minimum is relatively high, and overlaps partly with minima corresponding to the liquid-like state of the cluster.
12,13
The solid-solid transition between morphologies leads to a heat capacity feature at low temperature in each case. 5, 14 The optimal temperature for locating the GM fastest should be around this phase transition temperature, where the Boltzmann weights for the intermediate
states are small, leading to a large free energy barrier.
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To analyse this problem, here we use the Tsallis weight instead of the Boltzmann weight to define the acceptance ratio during the BH procedure.
The Tsallis weight was introduced as a basis for generalizing standard statistical mechanics. [15] [16] [17] [18] It has been used to define the acceptance ratio for some optimization problems before. [19] [20] [21] The parameter q is used to characterize the generalization. Here we use k = 1/(1 − q) > 0 to simplify the equations. For the canonical ensemble, the q-exponential Tsallis weight w(V ) of a configuration with potential energy V relative to the lowest known minimum at V min is
where T is the temperature used for the accept/reject step in BH. The local minima, and hence the weighting corresponding to the relative volumes of the corresponding basins of attraction, are the same as for BH with accept/reject steps based upon the Boltzmann factor exp(−V /k B T ). Below, we take k B = 1 to define a convenient system of reduced units. 
0.
FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of relative Tsallis weights as a function of the potential energy, V , as a function of k > 0 at optimal, lower, and higher temperatures, T * , T < , and T > , respectively. ǫ is the pair well depth from Eq. (1). Fig. 1 illustrates the effect of choosing temperatures significantly larger or smaller than the optimal value for LJ 38 . 2, 13 If the temperature is too small then the Tsallis weight, and hence the acceptance probability, falls to zero before we can reach local minima that enable us to cross the barrier between the two morphologies. However, if T is too large then we explore higher energy minima well above this barrier, which is also expected to be inefficient.
We assume that the optimal temperature for BH with the Tsallis weight, T * , should be a function of k = 1/(1− q). A suitable series expansion in k can be written as
When k → ∞ (q → 1), the Boltzmann weight is recovered from the Tsallis weight, 15 which suggests that T * (k → ∞) = T B and kT * = c 0 + kT B , where T B is the optimal temperature with the Boltzmann weight. When k is small, according to Eq. (2) we require kT * > ∆V = V TS − V min , where V TS is the energy of the top of the barrier separating the two funnels that contain the current lowest minimum and the GM. Hence we expect kT * ∼ ∆V + kT B . This is indeed the relation that we obtain for a variety of systems by numerical analysis.
For a basin-hopping step from V 1 to V 2 (V 2 > V 1 ), the acceptance probabilities for the Boltzmann and the Tsallis weights with optimal temperature in reduced units are
, and (4)
where ∆V 12 = V 2 − V 1 ≥ 0 and V max = kT * + V min . When ∆V 12 is small, we can expand P T to first order in ∆V 12 /(V max − V 1 ) as:
Hence the Tsallis weight can be viewed as the Boltzmann weight with an effective temperature T eff = T * + (V min − V 1 )/k. The possible advantages of using Tsallis weights during BH can then be understood as follows:
(1) The condition that V −V min < kT * is equivalent to T eff > 0. The maximum energy satisfying this condition is V max in Eq. (5). The acceptance probability for any states with potential energy higher than this value is zero. Based on the relation kT * = ∆V + kT B , we have V max = kT B + V TS , where V TS is the energy at the top of the barrier. The region above V TS that can be sampled has an energy width of kT B , which decreases linearly with k. Compared with the Boltzmann weight, the Tsallis weight avoids sampling the area above the barrier, which is generally the liquid-like phase that is not relevant here.
(2) From Eq. (6), the effective temperature T eff and P T decrease with increasing the energy, while P B in Eq. (4) is a constant. Based on the relation kT * = ∆V +kT B , we find
Compared with the Boltzmann weight at T B , the Tsallis weight at T * increases the sampling probability of the states beneath the top of the barrier, and decreases the probability for the states above the barrier. In particular, when k → 0, the acceptance probability P T → 1 for V 2 < V TS and P T → 0 for V 2 > V TS , which is equivalent to putting a limit at the top of the barrier and using an infinitely high temperature below it.
Overall, the effect of using Tsallis weights is (i) to increase the sampling probability of minima below the key transition state. This will decrease the free energy barrier between two funnels. (ii) It also decreases the sampling probability for minima above the top of the barrier and rejects moves to minima whose energies are much higher than V TS . Both effects can assist escape from the wrong funnel via minima at the lower end of a liquid-like phase. We first tested the efficiency for locating the GM of LJ 31 , LJ 38 and LJ 75 clusters using Tsallis weights. For LJ 31 , there are two competing low-energy minima with alternative Mackay and anti-Mackay overlayers.
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For LJ 38 and LJ 75 , the second-lowest minimum lies in the funnel corresponding to incomplete Mackay icosahedral structures, and the true GM lies at the bottom of the funnel corresponding to the truncated octahedron for LJ 38 and to the Marks' decahedron for LJ 75 . 11, 22, 23 Since icosahedral structures generally have higher entropy, corresponding to a wider funnel, the configuration space containing the GM is relatively narrow and deep.
The improvements obtained using Tsallis weights are shown in Fig. 2 . For all clusters, test runs are considered starting from both random structures and from the second-lowest minimum. The results are averaged over 500 independent runs for LJ 31 and 100 independent runs for LJ 38 and LJ 75 . The number of BH steps (N min ) for LJ 31 , LJ 38 and LJ 75 decrease by 16%, 42% and 25% respectively when starting from random structures and 22%, 51% and 28% when starting from the second-lowest minimum with different random number seeds. The number of energy function calls decreases by roughly the same amount. The best efficiency is achieved when 1/k is around 2.5 for LJ 31 , 3.0 for LJ 38 and 0.6 for LJ 75 . For LJ 31 and LJ 38 , the efficiency of Tsallis weighting decreases slightly on further decreasing k. The ratio of BH step numbers between the Boltzmann and Tsallis varies within ±5%. For LJ 75 , the efficiency of Tsallis weighting decreases significantly for small k and is inferior to the Boltzmann weight when 1/k > 2.
For the Tsallis weight with 1/k = 10, We have run LJ 38 from random structures at 10 temperatures scanning the range from T * to T * + 10 ǫ. The average number of BH steps is 2168, which is still lower than the 2200 steps for the Boltzmann weight with an optimal temperature. In contrast, for the Boltzmann weight, even increasing the temperature by 0.5 ǫ, the number of steps increases to 4700. Hence, employing the Tsallis weight may be advantageous when investigating an unknown system, since the results are less sensitive to the temperature parameter if k is relatively small. The linear relationship obtained numerically between T * and 1/k for Lennard-Jones clusters is examined in Fig. 3 . The optimal temperature T * corresponds to the minimum number of BH steps. The fit for T * in terms of the number of energy function calls is roughly the same as Fig. 3 but a little noisier. For Boltzmann weights, when starting from random structure, the optimal temperatures are 0.95 ǫ for LJ 31 , 1.00 ǫ for LJ 38 and 2.0 ǫ for LJ 75 . When starting from the second-lowest minimum, Fig. 3 . The slopes we obtain from Figs. 3(c-d) also exhibit good agreement with the known energy barrier for LJ 38 separating the second-lowest minimum from the GM, which is 3.04. 13 We note that the barrier here refers to the energy difference between the highest energy intermediate minimum and the secondlowest minimum along the lowest energy pathway.
Comparing the three clusters, LJ 38 and LJ 75 exhibit better linear fits and also better approximations for T B in the high k limit. This result is reasonable because LJ 38 and LJ 75 have clearer double-funnel structures for the energy landscape. Since the approximate optimal temperature for Tsallis statistics is mainly based on the energy barrier from the alternative funnel to the funnel that contains the GM, a more pronounced double-funnel energy landscape ensures that most sampling happens within the two main funnels rather than other regions of the PES. Based on the same reasoning, starting from the second-lowest minimum generally follows the linear relationship more accurately. Starting from the secondlowest minimum also gives a larger value for ∆V , which is closer to the true value between the funnels. The ∆V observed when starting from random structures is more likely to average over other parts of the landscape.
A simple model can be used to illustrate the relationship between k and T * . The model corresponds to a random walker 24 whose PES is shown in Fig. 4 . A and B represent two funnels that are separated by a transition region with a width of w T . The transition region has an average energy of V TS and contains n TS local minima. The walker starts from B and moves a distance of ±1 at each step towards A. The widths of the two funnels are w A and w B , respectively. For simplicity, we only discuss the situation where w T ≫ w B ≥ w A . Hence for relevant temperatures, the average number of steps required to move from B to A is mainly determined by w T .
A high energy phase with a constant density of minimum, ρ L , is connected to the transition region. The energy of minima in this phase spans the range
. When the walker reaches the transition region, an equilibrium between this region and the high energy phase will be rapidly achieved. Hence the probability that the walker stays in the transition region with the Boltzmann weight is
To minimize N s , we maximize P LT and solve dP LT /dT = 0 to obtain: From previous work 13, 25 for LJ 38 , we know that the energy at the top of the barrier is V TS = −170.3, and the lower boundary of the liquid-like phase is V 1 L = −171.5. Then the calculated optimal temperature according to Eq. (9) is 1.2 ǫ, which is in good agreement with the optimal T B and around the same order of magnitude as the approximate melting point.
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Now we replace the Boltzmann weight in Eq. (8) with the Tsallis weight. Then the probability P LT is:
Here we only discuss the condition kT < V 2 L , so that the upper limit of the integral in Eq. (10) is "kT " rather than "V 2 L ". From Eq. (10), we then calculate dP LT /dT = 0 and obtain:
which is exactly the linear relationship that we have found for Lennard-Jones clusters.
There is a possible expansion of the current theory. Consider the hopping step from V 1 to V 2 in terms of several small continuous steps. For each small step, the energy increases by dV and the acceptance probability is determined by the Boltzmann weight. Then for a given weight, if the effective temperature varies as a function of potential energy as T i = f (V i ), the acceptance probability from V 1 to V 2 can be written as: 
From Eq. (12), we can obtain the Boltzmann weighted acceptance probability when f (V ) is a constant, and the Tsallis weighted acceptance probability when T i = T − (V i − V min )/k. From Eq. (7) and the results represented here, if the effective temperature T i decreases monotonically with increasing potential energy, then the optimal temperature should approximately satisfy the condition that f (V TS ) = T B , where V TS is the energy of the top of the barrier and T B is the optimal temperature for the Boltzmann weight. The states below V TS then always have an effective temperature higher than T B , while the states above V TS , which are generally liquid-like phases, always have an effective temperature lower than T B .
In summary, we have presented a theory and numerical verification of an improved global optimisation procedure that employs Tsallis weights. Our tests include multifunnel landscapes that exhibit broken ergodicity and competing morphologies, as well as an analytical example. Hence the proposed framework should prove to be generally applicable to structure prediction throughout molecular science and soft and condensed matter systems.
